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 Letting Lolita Laugh

 Stanley Kubricks Lolita (1962) has long been considered something of a critical
 failure. The issue of film censorship is relevant to this. How, after all, could Kubrick
 bring a tale about an older man s attraction to a young girl to the mass medium of
 film? More important than the question of film censorship, however, has proved
 the question of textual adaptation. Can a film re-animate the prismatic richness of
 Vladimir Nabokovs original prose? Can a literary genius, who was famous not just
 for Lolita but for (among other works) Pnin (1957), Pale Fire (1962), and Speak ,
 Memory (1967, first published in 1951 as Conclusive Evidence), be properly recorded
 and revealed, visually, on film? It would appear not. Robert Stam, in an article that
 compares Kubricks Lolita to Nabokov's original 1955 novel, has recently stated that
 he would "in no way argue the superiority of the Kubrick rendition." Going on to
 speak of the film's "aesthetic failure of nerve" he continues:

 ... the film is largely cast in the illusionistic mold, presenting rounded characters in plausible

 settings, filmed by a self-effacing camera. While the book forms a veritable palimpsest of

 virtuoso parodie turns - Dostoyevsky, Sade, Poe, Proust are all spoofed - the Kubrick film is at

 best intermittently parodie, as we see in the clumsy homage to Charlie Chaplin's tussle with a

 bed in One A.M. (1 9 16), in Quiltys allusion to Kubricks own Spartacus , in the disorientingly

 direct cut to The Curse of Frankenstein (1957) - but never as consistently or as effectively so as

 the novel. (Stam 110)

 528
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 Contrary to Stam, I argue that the film introduces Lolita through its own
 palimpsest of virtuoso parodie turns. While I cannot determine the extent to which
 it is Kubrick who actually "authors" these turns - remember that Peter Sellers, who
 performs Clare Quilty, was famous as an improviser - I nevertheless believe that
 there is a conscious and clever humor in the way that Lolita does not mimic Nabokov
 but instead departs significantly from both the novels description of events and
 Nabokovs own screenplay. Indeed, it is my belief that the film introduces original
 material at its very outset in order to indicate Lolitas new visual perimeters; we are
 not mining a page for an author s clever puns but are instead invited to see the funny
 face of film. That Kubrick might compete with Sellers in terms of authoring the film s
 visual and verbal humor is, I would argue, relevant to this transition from book to
 film. Questions of authorial intent, or even of determining a unique author s voice,
 are replaced by a new set of questions specific to the collaborative nature of film itself.
 What can we, as audience members, see and smile about ? What are the new visual
 citations and conversations that replace Nabokovs own more literary references and
 how are they relevant to the medium of film? There is, for example, Kubricks game
 of Ping-Pong in the opening scene of the film. A rather obvious way to join Humbert
 Humbert and Clare Quilty around the one table, to visualize the interdependency
 of their characters, and to underline the fact that Quilty functions as Humbert s
 doppelgänger within the narrative, the table also cleverly parodies aesthetic debates
 that were topical at the time of Lolitas adaption to film in the early 1960s. Ernest H.
 Gombrich s Art and Illusion was, as we know, published five years before Kubrick s
 film in 1956. In this work, Gombrich refuted the traditional separation between
 nature and convention, painting and words, and literally used the "ping" or the
 "pong" of a given object to explain synesthetic equivalence (314).

 Later, as we see Clare Quilty being shot, helpless, behind a close-up of George
 Romneys Portrait of Mrs. Bryan Cooke (1787), the film reiterates the fact that jokes
 will emerge from within its own visual palimpsest. Romney s painting is therefore not
 just an inadequate shield, an impossible refuge for a dying Quilty, it also comically
 pre-empts critics by linking the film to a fashionable portrait painter who never
 achieved the critical success of his contemporaries, Sir Joshua Reynolds or Thomas
 Gainsborough. A central part of Kubrick s opening scene, Romney s forgotten portrait
 functions in comical anticipation of the films own artistic and critical failure.1

 In order to access and understand these jokes, however, I need to freeze-frame
 images, identify visual sources, and look carefully at the film. In this sense I become
 (as a film spectator) very much like the traditional Nabokovian reader who is forced
 to slowly mine each page for the references, puns, and allusions that buoy dialogue
 and narrative along. This is the first and most obvious parody presented in the
 Kubrick film, one which is all the more poignant since it has long eluded us as film
 scholars and critics. Intent on seeing how the dense prose of Nabokovs book has
 been adapted to the linearity of film, we have yet to appreciate the prismatic richness
 that the film offers us as a work laced with puns, jokes, and parodies we can still
 uncover and enjoy today.

 Bucolic Beginnings
 When I speak of Lolita opening through a palimpsest of parody and fun, I am referring
 to the scene that immediately follows the cleverly orchestrated tide sequence made by
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 the British firm Chambers & Partners. This title sequence - where we see a close-up of
 a well-manicured male hand softly cradling (what is presumably) Lolitas left foot as he
 carefully and methodically paints her toe nails - is in sharp contrast to the first shot of
 Kubrick s film itself. Here we move

 along a misty country road as we
 follow an indistinguishable white
 car ahead of us. Are we in pursuit
 of someone ? From whose position
 are we looking ? What, if anything,
 are we meant to be looking at ? The
 question never answered; we
 to a a white

 Ford sedan driven by a man on a
 gloriously sunny afternoon. We see
 him drive up to an isolated castle and immediately realize that we might not be in the
 1940s (the original setting of the Nabokov novel) and that this historic homestead
 cannot be a suburban American home (it is actually Hilfield Castle, UK, designed
 by Jeffry Wyatt in 1798-1799). Already, in this jumble of departures, Kubrick has
 upset Nabokov s narrative sequence and temporal setting. He has also undercut the
 viewer s expectations; Lolita will not narrate a known literary story. It will instead jolt
 us into watching and interpreting a film.
 We cut from the sunny arrival at the manor to the interior of a gloomy foyer.

 The setting is eerie, unsettling, and chaotic. Shadows fall across a space busy with
 ashtrays, art, bottles, vases, and plates. Sheets are draped haphazardly on furniture; a
 white armchair sits ominously at the top of a staircase. Statues are variously perched
 on pedastools and boxes; one has a woman's stiletto heel upturned on its head. A
 painting of a lady leans sideways near the entrance on the floor. Music ominously
 plays as the man, who we now see is dressed in a large overcoat with lapels upturned,
 slowly enters. His feet crunch on debris; he knocks bottles onto the tiled floor. He
 rounds an ornate harp and vacantly strums its strings.
 Stylistically and thematically, this opening echoes the film noir genre. Shot in

 black and white, the shadowy world of whoever inhabits the castle is displayed to
 us. Instead of presenting a dingy and threatening realism, however, we see bucolic
 disorder. As though to emphasize giddiness rather than menace, the camera records
 the "BOELENS" stamp on upturned crates. Punctuating an otherwise indiscriminate
 mass of unnamed objects, this focus on the name of a well-known brewery seems to
 translate visual chaos into drunken disorder. It also cleverly plays Nabokov at his own
 game of linguistic allusion and pun; in Dutch, to ask what something means, the
 question is "Wat bedoel je ?" This means "What are you trying to say?" Foregrounding
 the question that grounds Nabokov s novel, the "boelens/bedoel" slip playfully
 suggests that filmic meaning might be "double Dutch" and in this sense escape us.
 The formal structure of the film also comically returns us to the question of

 narrative intent. Filmed in a nonlinear manner, suspense becomes tied into the
 question of narrative order - where are we in Nabokov s Lolitai - rather than to the
 "whodunit" of the traditional crime drama that underpins the novel itself. When we
 find our place and realize that we are beginning the film at the end of the novel, when
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 Humbert Humbert (James Mason) searches for Clare Quilty (Peter Sellers) after
 learning of Quilty s affair with Lolita, we also realize that Kubrick has transformed the
 "whodunit" of the crime drama into the "whydunnit" of his own comedic expose. The
 absurdity of this turn - which shifts attention away from Humbert s nympholepsy -
 means that Quilty dies not because of a final moral apotheosis on Humbert s behalf,
 but because of his own duplicitous skill. What Alfred Appel, Jr., calls Nabokov s final
 trompe-l'oeil {The Annotated lxviii) is therefore replaced by the films own trompe -
 l'oeil. Quilty is shot because his parodies passed; it is Quilty s capacity for cleverness,
 for making his performances hide within the ordinary appearance of things so that
 Humbert never guesses who he actually is, which motivates the Lolita that Kubrick
 is telling. Another joke therefore surfaces; on screen, the character who motivates
 the storys unfolding is not an attractive girl but a rather chubby, drunk, balding, and
 bespectacled middle-aged man.

 Qui est-il?
 As though to emphasize his transformation of Nabokovs final moral apotheosis
 into the parodie exploration of a "crime," the first words we hear Humbert utter are
 "Quilty, Quilty?" Unable to see Quilty beneath a white sheet covering an armchair,
 Humbert scans the room for a presence he has possibly missed and for a person he
 has certainly earlier missed. That Quilty, as a name, strives for the French Qui est-
 il - who is he? (Appel, "Lolita" 207) - is symptomatic of what Lolita is depicting
 and enacting. As an empty bottle falls off his sleeping head, Quilty finally emerges.
 In this sense, he is literally someone who has to be teased from beneath the layers of
 the films frame in order to be identified. Even then, however, identities are shifting.
 When Humbert asks "Are you Quilty?" he states "No, I am ... Spartacus. You come
 to free the slaves or somen?" Standing and using his sheet as a Roman toga, Quilty
 at once denies who he is and states he is Spartacus, while making a joke of Humbert s
 urgent determination by suggesting that Humbert himself might be Spartacus and
 he, Quilty, a Roman patrician. In this sense, the pause between the "No, I am" and
 "Spartacus" functions - along with Quilty s toga - to identify Humbert as Spartacus
 coming to revenge his loved one who has suffered under the grips of an evil Senator.
 In either instance (whether Quilty is Spartacus or whether Humbert is in this role),
 the film makes fun of the aesthetic grandeur, youthful virility, and moral clarity of
 Kubrick s own Spartacus released just two years earlier.

 That Quilty not only makes fun of Humbert s moral earnestness but asks if he has
 come to free the slaves is telling; the film, after all, brings Nabokov as an established and
 celebrated literary author to the mass medium of film. What is comically established
 in these first lines of Lolita is therefore a question that will haunt most discussions of
 the work. Can a visual medium such as film properly relay the nuances of Nabokov s
 literary art ? Will Lolita be accessible to a popular audience while maintaining a hold
 on Nabokovs nuanced literary humor? I will use a few short clips from this opening
 scene to demonstrate that yes, the film can.

 lhe Ping and the Pong
 The game of Ping-Pong that immediately follows this "Spartacus" exchange reiterates
 the changed terms of films comedy. Absent (like most of this scene) from Nabokovs
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 screenplay, it parodies Nabokovs own famous self-referentiality by literally positioning
 Quilty before an ornate, gilded mirror while he plays the role of a Roman Senator. In practical
 terms, however, it is at this point that we become aware that the film comically explores its

 own synesthetic to HHHH|
 language. While Nabokov was a
 known synesthete, and while his
 use of onomatopoeia in Lolita
 has been extended by S tarn into

 a discussion of film genre (Stam
 110), Kubricks work instead
 uses Gombrich to ask whether

 synesthetic equivalence might Ii
 be applied to film.

 Gombrichs discussion of

 synesthesia is worth quoting WÊmÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIÊÊKÊÊiÊtÊtlf9!SStÊÊÊÊSIÊUÊÊÊm
 in full, not just because it contextualizes the film s comedy, but because it does indeed
 motivate a chuckle. Explaining that "It was Professor Roman Jakobson who drew my
 attention to the fact that synesthesia concerns relationships" Gombrich states:

 I have tried out this suggestion in a party game. It consists of creating the simplest
 imaginable medium in which relationships can still be expressed, a language of two
 words only - let us call them "ping" and "pong." If these were all we had and we
 had to name an elephant and a cat, which would be ping and which pong? I think
 the answer is clear. Or hot soup and ice-cream. To me, at least, ice-cream is ping
 and hot soup pong. Or Rembrandt and Watteau? Surely in that case Rembrandt
 would be pong and Watteau ping. I do not maintain that it always works, that two
 blocks are sufficient to categorize all relationships. We find people differing about
 day and night and male and female, but perhaps these different answers could be
 reduced to unanimity if that question were differently framed: pretty girls are ping
 and matrons pong; it may depend on which aspect of womanhood the person has
 in mind, just as the motherly, enveloping aspect of night is pong, but its sharp, cold,

 and menacing physiognomy may be ping to some. (314)

 ^Quilty in a setting diat ^aUs th^ "party game" d by ^om^ ^a^es: "Lets ^
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 Letting Lolita Laugh/ 5 33

 The relationships that Sellars articulates here turn, comically, on the question of
 high and low art. Quilty, a man of the theater who plays music, makes references to
 art, and who lives in a castle manor, is a "ping." Humbert, a shadowy detective-like
 figure who seems to have emerged from a B -grade detective film is a "pong." Moreover,
 the game, as Quilty says, is "civilized" and indeed it is; Gombrich s statement that
 "pretty girls are ping and matrons pong" encapsulates the story of Lolita without
 enmeshing us in its moral implications. Further, the fact that the table could be turned
 ("OK you serve," Quilty says) means that the interpretative differences that Gombrich
 allows in his own discussion are similarly enabled on film; Humbert could be ping and
 Quilty pong.

 Finally, the dumbstruck disbelief evident on Humberts face as Quilty
 triumphantly says "I bet you didn't know I had that" points to our own ignorance
 as viewers. These words correctly presume that the film will be literally compared
 to Nabokov s written text without recourse to these broader contemporary debates
 about the relationship between the word and the image, language and art. As though
 to acknowledge Gombrich as a source in the complicated layering of his directions to
 a befuddled Humbert, Quilty concludes with the comment: "Kinda tricky serve to
 handle, hey Captain? Kinda tricky. One of the champs taught me that."

 Shooting the Picture
 I will skip the dialogue and action that continue the Ping-Pong game and that
 comically lead us to Quilty s desperate flight up the stairs. I want to focus instead
 on the final moments of Quilty s death, on the minute or so that he takes to drag
 himself, wounded, behind George Romneys painting, Portrait of Mrs. Bryan Cooke
 (1787). In the final shot of this scene - and this is the shot that concludes the films
 introduction - we see the painting, now in close up, being punctured by two bullets
 from Humbert s gun. Quilty s hand grimly clasps the frame but then disappears as the
 camera moves closer inward, toward the painting. We see the cheek and collarbone of
 the young lady being shot; we no longer hear the chatter of Quilty. It is at this point
 that the film collapses the story of Lolita into a clever visual pun; Kubrick has indeed
 shot the picture of a young lady.

 Who, however, this young HHpP
 lady and why is she being shot is
 here that the film again emerges as m
 peppered as Nabokovs book with
 obtuse parody and pun. This woman - ^
 Frances Puleston - was a Welsh heiress
 who married the Member of Parliament

 for the Borough of Bolton, Bryan
 Cooke, 1876 (Ward and Roberts
 32). Referenced in one book
 printed in 1847 (which was a book
 about family history intended for jflHÍHÍ
 private circulation), we learn that Puleston was interred after her death beneath a
 white marble statue of Veneration made by the famous nineteenth-century British
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 sculptor, Francis Chantrey, in a church in Olston, South Yorkshire. The inscription
 on her pedestal at the time of her death read:

 Quick in apprehension, sound in judgment, elegant in accomplishments, cheerful
 in disposition, simple and dignified in demeanor, steadfast in Christian faith and
 practice, and anxious to guard all she could influence from errors of faith as well
 as conduct. To her husband a sweet, able, and confidential adviser; to her children

 a bright example and faithful guide; to her dependants a kind and generous
 benefactress, imparting sustenance to the needy and comfort to the afflicted.
 (Cooke, note 35)

 Very different from the female character Nabokov presents us with in Lolita , we are
 made aware of both the liberties that were taken by inserting this picture into film,
 and of the absurdity of the correlations we (as spectators) are then led to draw.

 Records show that Puleston sat for Romney ten times between 1787 and 1789
 (Ward and Roberts 32). Apart from this information, we know very little about
 the work. How Kubrick himself came across the portrait (or rather, a copy of the
 portrait) we do not know. According to the Metropolitan Museum of Art - which
 now holds the work in its collection - the painting was exhibited in the 1 896 "Winter
 Exhibition" in London and then in the Metropolitan Museum of Art s own "[Jules]
 Bache Collection" exhibition in June-September 1943. We know that there was a
 1961 Romney exhibition at Kenwood, London (Kidson, George Romney) but there
 is no record oí Mrs. Bryan Cooke being, in this instance, on show. We also know that
 the only other exhibition that focused on Romney at the time was one held at the
 Smith College Museum of Art in 1962, which was, in any case, devoted exclusively
 to Romneys drawings and a long way from the UK (Kidson, George Romney ix). The
 film thus concludes the obviousness of Quilty s death scene with a joke at the viewer s
 own expense; we do not know what we are looking at.

 Even today, at a point in which Romney has been revived and reinterpreted,
 it is questionable whether Mrs. Bryan Cooke is recognizable to viewers. Indeed,
 even in the "new era of writing about Romney" - an era inaugurated with the
 National Portrait Gallery in London, the Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool, and the
 Huntington Library in California coming together to sponsor the George Romney
 1734-1802 exhibition in 2002 (Kidson, Those Delightful 1) - Romneys portrait
 has received no scholarly attention. We are still looking at a portrait of an unknown
 woman. What we might appreciate, however, is the information we can glean about
 the artist himself. Returned by scholars such as Alex Kidson to the mainstream
 of British art history, we now know that Romney was London s most fashionable
 portraitist in the 1770s and 1780s, that he drew patronage from a burgeoning group
 of class-conscious consumers, that he was never a member of the Royal Academy and
 essentially remained out of public sight, and that he is harder to categorize than his
 two illustrious contemporaries, Reynolds and Gainsborough, precisely because he
 was unsociable, reclusive, inarticulate, and secretive (McPherson 415-16).

 In referencing an artist who was not only little known in the 1960s but who
 was also famously secretive, the film seems to be parodying Nabokovs own literary
 obtuseness. It also plays Nabokov at his own pictorial game. Rather than filming
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 paintings that are referenced, even if obliquely, in the original novel (Vincent Van
 Gogh s LArlésienne , René Prinet s Kreutzer Sonata , James Whistler s Arrangement in
 Grey and Black, Reynolds s Age of Innocence , Doris Lee s Noon , and Sandro Boticcelli s
 Birth of Venus are all mentioned by Nabokov [de Vries and Johnson 172]) we have
 instead a new visual frame. As such, we are presented with a series of new pictorial
 puns. Mrs. Bryan Cooke is, like Lolita who reappears as Mrs. Richard F. Schiller,
 a newly married woman who has adopted the name of her husband. She might be
 young and very attractive, but (as with Kubrick s Lolita) the picture tells us that she is
 also married and unavailable. The two women are also visually very similar. In both, a
 fair-haired young lady sits alone and directly returns our gaze from beneath the wide
 rim of a hat. The whiteness of the dress and skin in the Romney portrait indicate to us
 that his sitter is simple and pure; these same sentiments are parodied when we first see

 Kubricks Lolita lookm at us from beneath a while f^hat^ hats
 young lady of "property" for whom fashion was a means of expressing a newfound
 visibility and position in society. Perhaps more obliquely, the centrality of the joining
 hands in Mrs. Bryan Cooke seems to anticipate the later pile-up of hands in Lolita ,
 where Humberts, Charlotte s, and Lolitas hands form what Richard Corliss calls "a

 pyramid of affection" as they watch The Curse of Frankenstein together (71).
 just the parallels between

 the two pictures that indicate the
 function of the screen as a visual

 palimpsest. Like the earlier turn to ^
 Spartacus , Romneys work implicates '
 the film in some self-reflexive fun.

 In using Romney, we literally see
 the a as we

 see a the original
 In other the

 Romney portrait that we see punctured by Humberts gun is not just being shot;
 it is also evidently a copy of the original, a fake. We are therefore returned to the
 idea that film is always already a reproduction, an art form that exists without an
 original. Romneys painting was itself, however, reproduced. As the Met tells us
 in its description of the work, "When [the art dealer, Joseph] Duveen bought the
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 picture from Mr. Davies-Cooke in 1927, it was replaced at [his historic homestead
 in] Gwysaney by a modern copy in the original frame" (2). 2 By placing this same
 Romney painting back in a manor castle (which is much like the historic homestead
 at Gwysaney), and by presenting it to us intact within an ornate and apparently
 valuable frame, the film highlights the fact that it is not just the popular art of film
 but also the traditional and established art of painting that can also pose questions
 about art and reproduction. As Kidson has again recently reminded us, "Reynolds
 and Gainsborough have been subjected to the scrutiny of modern art historical
 scholarship; their oeuvres have been sifted and defined, but Romneys reputation is
 still clouded by fakes and inferior examples being offered to the public in museums,
 country houses and even at auction" (Kidson, George Romney vii).

 The Moving Pictures
 Lolita highlights not just the painting s reproduction, but its very physical nomadism. In
 the films opening moments, Humbert therefore enters the castle foyer and passes Mrs .
 Bryan Cooke propped sideways on the floor. Then, as Quilty is being shot, the work is
 at the top of the stairs, leaning upright against the wall as it rests on a tiger skin with a
 snarling head reaching viciously out in front of it. In a third image, just before the camera
 begins to close in on the painting, we also see two smaller canvases leaning against the
 bottom right of its ornate frame.

 This unexplained movement and change in Romneys picture through the mise-en-
 scène makes fun of illusionistic cinema; a fictive world has certainly been re-created, but
 it is not one in which we might suspend our disbelief nor presume an invisible fourth
 wall. There is always someone (or something) at play. This means that we literally see the
 same painting differendy. Although other objects change, reappear, or simply vanish, the
 Romney picture assumes a life of its own; it lies sideways at the entrance to the house, it
 sits on a snarling tiger at the top of the stairs, it finally covers itself with small landscapes. In
 a clever way, Kubrick therefore ascribes Mrs. Bryan Cooke the versatility that is associated
 with Romneys most famous sitter, Emma Hart (later Lady Emma Hamilton). Known
 as the "Mistress of Attitudes," Emma Hamilton acquired renown in the social circles
 of London and Naples in the late 1780s when she performed "poses plastiques." These
 involved fluidly moving from one pose to another in a constandy changing incarnation of
 well-known paintings and statues. As Johann Wolfgang von Goethe wrote in Naples after
 seeing Hart in 1787:

 Sir William Hamilton, who is still living here as an English envoy and has long been a
 lover of art and student of nature, has now found the summit of all his joy of nature and

 art in a beautiful girl. She is an English girl of about twenty years old. She is very lovely
 and well built. He has had a Greek dress made for her that she wears; with that on, she lets

 her hair down, takes a few shawls and changes her positions.... so much that you finally

 believe that you are dreaming. One sees here what so many thousand artists would have
 liked to achieve complete in the movements and surprising transformations - standing,

 kneeling, sitting, lying, serious, sad, playful, licentious, penitent, alluring, menacing,
 anxious, etc., one following another ... She is the light of the old knights life and he
 has surrendered his entire soul to this object. He finds in her all the antiquities, all the

 beautiful profiles of Sicilian coins, even the Apollo Belvedere itself, (qtd. in West 147)3
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 The Two Lyons
 Clearly, it is not just the changed "Attitudes" that the film brings to Romney s painting,
 which parody the fame of Romney s most notorious sitter. We can also draw parallels
 between Nabokov's Lolita and the well-known circumstances of Harts life. Most

 obviously, the two were courted in their youth by middle-aged men of means. At the
 age of sixteen, Hart was a lover of Charles Greville, an MP and a member of the Royal
 Society who was a nephew of Sir William Hamilton. Taken to Romney in 1782 (when
 she was seventeen), she "became a new sitter, destined to exercise real influence in his
 [Romneys] life" (Ward and Roberts 58). Producing more than fifty works of her in just
 under a decade, Romney used Hart s capacity to assume theatrical poses and animate
 physiognomic expression in his portraits, allegorical, mythical, and literary paintings.
 Romney also inserted her as a character in group compositions, and used her as a study
 in his lively têtes d expression (Kidson, George Romney 167). While his delight in his sitter
 is generally interpreted as an indication of his love for her, it is unclear whether Hart and
 Romney became lovers. Certainly, she was fond of him and called him (tellingly) "my
 dear sir, my friend, my more than father" (Cross 125). While this relationship might not
 have been sexual, commentators generally agree that Hart was in love with Greville who
 instead passed her on to his fifty-six-year-old uncle after Sir William Hamilton had helped
 him meet his debts. Unaware of these arrangements, Hart travelled to meet Hamilton in
 Naples. Later, of course, she demanded that the diplomat marry her; the last portrait that
 Romney painted of Hart was at the time of her marriage to Hamilton in 1791.

 We can presume that Kubrick did not know of the reference Nabokov made to "a
 portrait of Lady Hamilton" in his 1932 novel, Glory , because this was not translated
 from the Russian into English until 1971. In this sense, I do not believe that Kubrick
 was using Romney in his film in order to cite Nabokov and then lead us back to a literary
 text. As I have explained above, the film creates its own visual palimpsest of parody and
 pun that is specific to the film and that we might still today uncover and enjoy. In this
 context, even the simple overlap in actors' names becomes significant; Lady Hamilton
 was born Emma Lyon just as Lolita was performed by Sue Lyon, who was just fifteen
 when she finished the film Lolita . Corliss tellingly describes Lyons acting in the film
 as "not acting'" but "behaving." In a manner that again recalls the form and context of
 Lady Hamiltons changing poses, Corliss states that Lyon "is first a coquette, then at times
 bored, and occasionally she leaps into a tantrum. But she never shows fear, the kind of
 intuitive apprehension a child might feel at the sight of an approaching man with lust in
 his smile" (Corliss 29). The tigers head that rests on the floor in the film in front of the
 Romney painting playfully suggests this overlap between the two "Lyons."

 Watching. Watch.
 The tiger s head snarls silendy in front of Mrs. Bryan Cooke , its menace comically reinforced

 by the bars that fall upon it from the shadow of the balustrade. Here we are visually returned
 to Nabokov and his famous explanation of the inspiration for his novel. As he recounts,
 he got "The first litde throb of Lolita" after reading a newspaper account of an ape who,
 "after months of coaxing by scientists, produced the first drawing ever charcoaled by an
 animal: this sketch showed the bars of the poor creatures cage" (Bell-Metereau 208).
 While Appel has argued that Nabokov s Humbert Humbert is "'the aging ape' writing
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 from prison, whose impossible tļĒĒĒĒĒļ^^
 love metaphorically connects him
 with that imprisoned animal ...
 His narrative is the picture' of the
 bars the poor cage"
 The the film

 bars around the

 watching audience. Hence, just V
 before Quilty pulls himself behind , s M
 the painting and just after we have
 seen the bars fall as shadows across

 the Romney work, Quilty says: "I ¡■flBHuEH^HwEpSfMHRHilil^^lHi
 could fix for you to attend executions. How would you like that ? Just you there, nobody
 else. Watching. Watch. Do you like watching, Captain? No, cause not many people know
 that. ... that the chair is painted yellow. You'd be the only guy in the know. Imagine your
 friends, you could tell em ..." Hidden behind the picture frame he then dies.

 Quilty s pun relates to the fact that he is being shot on and in film. Humbert is thus
 the executioner and witness to his death just as the spectators in the cinema are watching
 Quilty in circumstances that at least mimic the executioner s lone regard. Further, the
 yellow chair that Quilty mentions could be relevant to both scenarios; there is the
 hidden chair of the executioner just as there is the chair hidden beneath the sheet that
 only Humbert can see. Is it yellow? The absurdity of the question is made all the more
 poignant in a black-and-white film. While Nabokov s novel has Quilty state, just before
 he begins to be shot at by Humbert, that he "moreover could arrange for you to attend
 executions, not everyone knows that the chair is yellow" (Nabokov, Lolita 302) - and
 while his screenplay has Quilty felled silendy on the landing (Nabokov 678) - on film we
 instead have dialogue that is impossible to verify. We are also now implicated as voyeurs
 to Quilty s senseless death. I would argue that we are also implicated as senseless critics;
 searching for literal parallels between Nabokov's book and Kubrick s film, we inevitably
 find failure on film. If we begin the task a litde differendy and start with the screen itself -

 that is, if we allow ourselves to have visual as well as literary depth - then we might finally
 have the freedom to let Lolita laugh.

 Victoria Harriet Duckett

 Deakin University, Melbourne
 Notes

 1 1 would like to thank my mother, Frances Duckett, for helping me identify Romney as the painter of this

 work. Note that discussions of this work identify it as a Gainsborough or as being "à la Gainsborough." See

 for example Lara Delage-Toriel, "Shadow of a Doubt: Taking a Closer Look at the Opening of Kubricks

 Lolita ." Miranda 3 (2010): n.pag. Google. Web. 2 May 2012.

 2 Viewed 2 May 2012 <http://www.metmuseum.org/works_of_art/collection_database/european_

 paintings/ mrs_bryan_cooke_frances_puleston_1765_l 8 1 8_george_romney/objectviewaspx ?collID= 1 1 &OID
 =110001952>.Web.
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 3 See Maxwell 104 for a discussion of these poses and the fact that Lady Hamilton "laid the foundation

 for that singular kind of drawing-room entertainment."
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